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Father confronts Elizabeth Warren over her education loan
financial obligation plan: 'We have screwed'
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Father confronts Elizabeth Warren over her education loan debt plan: ‚We
have screwed‘
Warren’s intend to eliminate $640 billion of student loan financial obligation and also make college free isn’t sitting
well with voters whom worked difficult to spend down their loans; response on ‚The Five. ‚
This can be a rush transcript from „The Five, “ January 24, 2020. This content may possibly not be in its last type
and could be updated.
Week NEIL CAVUTO, FOX NEWS ANCHOR: Republicans still hope to wrap this up so quickly that it could be done
by the end of next. We will see. For the time being, I’ll see you the next day. Right Right Right Here comes The
Five.
JUAN WILLIAMS, FOX INFORMATION HOST: Hello, everybody else. I am Juan Williams along side Katie Pavlich,
Jesse Watters, Dana Perino, and Gregory Gutfeld. It is 5 o’clock in new york. Here is the five. Democratic home
supervisors are making their last arguments in the impeachment test of President Trump. The next day, Saturday, it
is the President Trump team that is legal change. The president’s solicitors can get to answer the week of assaults
from Democrats. Take a peek.
(BEGIN ONLINE VIDEO)
REP. JERROLD NADLER (D-NY): This presidential stonewalling of Congress is unprecedented into the 238-year
reputation for our constitutional republic. It puts equal President Nixon to shame.
REP. ADAM SCHIFF (D-CA): In the event that truth does not matter, we are lost. No Constitution can protect us.
Appropriate doesn’t make a difference anymore.
REP. HAKEEM JEFFRIES (D-NY): President Trump attempted to cheat. He got caught. After which he worked
difficult to cover it.
WILLIAMS: Partisanship happens to be running high all and it looks like neither side is willing to break from their
position week.
(BEGIN ONLINE VIDEO)
SEN. CHUCK SCHUMER (D-NY): Yesterday’s arguments by the home supervisors ended up being accurate,
ended up being dramatic, had been psychological.
SEN. LINDSEY GRAHAM (R-SC): I do not understand in regards to you however it became head- numbing after a
few years.
SCHUMER: we shop around at the Republican members, a complete great deal of what they’re hearing, they do
not like to hear. They don’t really like to hear the real facts.
GRAHAM: i obtained the point that is general are attempting to result in the 4th time you explained. Therefore,
these are generally over attempting their situation, and I also would simply urge them not to accomplish that,
because fundamentally it gets simply difficult to follow.
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WILLIAMS: Jesse, the next day, i do believe folks are racking your brains on how the president’s group starts.
Because they are going to have just about two or three hours beginning at 10 a. M as I understand. In the years
ahead. Exactly What would you expect?
JESSE WATTERS, FOX INFORMATION HOST: Well, I anticipate amazing shows because of the protection group,
Jean.
DANA PERINO, FOX INFORMATION HOST: Dazzling.
WATTERS: Dazzling. An excitement will probably get my leg up. I would like to speak with you in a language that
only you recognize, Juan, which is the language of polling.
WATTERS: since the very first poll came out of ABC News/Washington Post most likely this garbage we heard all
week and do you know what, Juan?
WILLIAMS: Exactly Exactly What, exactly just exactly what, just what?
WATTERS: to make use of your words, do you know what.
WILLIAMS: do you know what.
WATTERS: Fifty-one % state never eliminate the president. Just 45 % state it. Fifty-eight percent state he’s finding
a reasonable trial and their approval score are at 47 per cent. Therefore, like we saw in the home, the longer the
public that is american to these Democrats drawn on and on as well as on, help for impeachment falls. Now the
Democrats have actually placed all their capital that is political on. They did not do it with medical care, they do not
reconstruct America, they made a decision to perhaps maybe not discuss loans, they went after governmental
revenge and they’re planning to spend a cost for this. They don’t browse the room as this nation had been
therefore exhausted for 3 years. Research after research last but not least whenever Mueller said no collusion,
everyone else in this nation type of exhaled. And exactly exactly what did the Democrats do? They teed up a swing
utilizing the whistleblower and place all of us through this once again. Force feeding us hearing after hearing,
constitutional crisis after crisis. And also at the conclusion associated with time, 17 %, that’s the approval score for
Congress, which can be horrific. They did not place one fact that is single on within the last 6 months to express
the president committed a criminal activity, or the president ought to be impeached. Remember accurately those
videos the home hearings all the Democrat witnesses on their own said, no, used to don’t witness a criminal
activity, i did not see any such thing impeachable. And that is on tape and you may observe that tomorrow.
Americans view therefore television that is much. Once you vow to provide items, a smoking cigarettes weapon,
and you also do not deliver they are simply planning to turn the, and that is just what has happened. To guide by
having a punishment of power article is really vague. Every person can interpret that whichever means they need. It
really is therefore flimsy. Then obstruction by asking a judge to obtain included? Everyone US knows when you
yourself have two events, they are in dispute, you go to a judge and he settles it. That is not an offense that is
impeachable. You the truth about this, there are no principles on the Democrat side because Jerry Nadler himself
voted against the legal aid to Ukraine if you see this from a big picture perspective and you’re watching Fox,
because Fox is the only network that is going to tell.

Joe Biden himself is on tape bragging of a quid pro quo. Hillary Clinton by
by herself covered a real estate agent to find out dust from the opponent
that is political an election 12 months.
WILLIAMS: Wait, wait, wait.
WATTERS: therefore, at the conclusion —
WILLIAMS: it’s this that you are going to make while the instance the next day early morning if perhaps you were
representing the president?
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WATTERS: they ought to simply have fun with the Five.
WILLIAMS: therefore, do not — yes, that is what they ought to do.
WATTERS: after which there’s like sound presentation that is visual.
WILLIAMS: Wait, wait, wait. Am I able to — could I second that? I believe that is just what they ought to do.
PERINO: that might be awesome.
WILLIAMS: that might be awesome.
WATTERS: we are able to do this.
PERINO: we have to tape an additional unique one for them tonight.
WILLIAMS: why don’t you? We are able to do this.
PERINO: we’ll remain. I’ll remain.
WILLIAMS: All right. Therefore, Dana, one other breaking news today ended up being ABC claims they will have a
recording, evidently created by Lev Parnas, which has him —
PERINO: What some guy.
WILLIAMS: — at a supper using the elected president, therefore the president saying, let us be rid of Marie
Yovanovitch, who had been the ambassador to Ukraine during the time.
PERINO: this indicates if you ask me why these are well-timed small leaks and that there will oftimes be a few
more. I would personallyn’t place it past someone to own various other type of thing or tape by Sunday evening,
entering Monday early morning when individuals begin to take notice again. Therefore, but i actually do — you
understand, the White home basically said that — I do not keep in mind. They stated they did not know him
beforehand, and today they’re like, well this is simply not an issue because she could’ve been fired anyway, et
cetera. It shall be one thing i assume which they you will need to bring involved with it. But keep in mind, the
homely house installment loans id decided to go to the vote for impeachment using the information and proof so it
had at that time. After which they did — they rolled the dice to see in the event that Senate would in fact finish their
research, plus the Senate, particularly the so-called moderate people which are moderate now means if you’re
courteous. Nonetheless they’re — also Lisa Murkowski says, wait, you don’t have the courts.
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